The UK Energy Portal has been in place since 2003 and several OPRED applications that were developed in the early years have either been replaced or become redundant. The PON15 legacy OPRED application has been inactive since its replacement, PETS application, was launched in 2013. Although not used, legacy applications take space, require maintenance and affect performance of the UK Energy Portal.

This note is to inform users that OPRED will be decommissioning the PON15 application (PON15B, PON15C, PON15D and PON15F application types) from the UK Energy Portal on 6th October 2021. Operators / users wishing to retrieve data / files from these legacy applications have until 5th October 2021 to do so. OPRED will be making a data extract from these legacy applications for records before decommissioning.

EEMS data should remain largely unaffected.

Please contact the Business Support Team bst@beis.gov.uk if you have any questions.